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Abstract: This paper proposes an energy management system (EMS) that aims at managing the
modular direct current (DC) microgrids (MGs) of a hybrid DC/AC power system onboard cruise
ships. Each shipboard microgrid is an electrically self-sufficient system supplied only by a fuel cell
(FC) and a Lithium battery, and it powers the ship’s hotel services. However, continuously varying
power demand profiles negatively affect the FC. Thus, the proposed EMS aims to minimize the
FC operating point excursion on the source’s characteristic. This goal is pursued by exploiting the
battery capability to manage load fluctuations and compensate for power demand forecasting errors.
Furthermore, it is accomplished while satisfying all the operational constraints of the shipboard
microgrids and ensuring daily battery charging/discharging cycles. The proposed EMS is based on
two subsystems: (1) a rule-based microgrid supervisor, which makes the EMS capable of managing
black start, normal operating conditions, and transient or faulty conditions; (2) an energy management
(EM) algorithm, which allows achieving the desired goal without oversizing the battery, thus granting
the cost-effectiveness of the solution and a reduced impact on technical volumes/weights on board.
The EMS was tested with specific reference to a real-world case study, i.e., a 48,000 gross tonnage
cruise ship under different operating scenarios, including black start and multi-day period operation
of shipboard MGs. Test results showed that the operating points of the FC were always in the
neighborhood of the point chosen by the MG designer, that the voltage variations were always well
below 5%, guaranteeing stable operation, and that the black start operation was suitably handled by
the EMS. According to the obtained results, the effectiveness of the proposed approach was assessed.

Keywords: energy management system (EMS); fuel cell; battery; shipboard microgrid

1. Introduction

The strict requirements on greenhouse emissions and energy efficiency imposed by the
maritime authorities [1,2] are the basis for the ongoing transition of the current shipboard
power systems (SPSs) to more advantageous configurations [3,4].

Increased efficiency and environmental sustainability are critical for large passenger
ships, such as cruise vessels, where a very high amount of installed power is necessary to
supply both electric propulsion systems and hotel services. Such a vessel type is indeed one
of the most polluting [5] and energy-demanding, primarily due to the specific operational
profile and the need to accommodate thousands of passengers on board [6,7].

Technical solutions with the potential to enable the evolution toward more efficient
and sustainable SPSs are manifold. The most promising are the following: use of multiple
energy sources on board, including generation units based on fuel cells (FCs), according to
a decentralized electricity generation approach; integration of energy storage systems and
their coordinated operation with decentralized generators (DGs); massive use of power
electronics for shipboard electrical power conversion; use of direct current (DC) electrical
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distribution systems; use of suitable control techniques and Energy Management Systems
(EMSs) to optimize the operation of SPSs [4]. These solutions contribute to establishing
a new electrical paradigm on board, almost in all respects similar to that of terrestrial
microgrids (MGs), i.e., the onboard microgrid paradigm.

The decentralized multi-source approach for electrical generation exploits low-carbon
or zero-emission energy sources, either in conjunction with conventional diesel-electric
generation or not. It is very advantageous since it offers a suitable solution for pursu-
ing high flexibility and reliability of the SPS while complying with the environmental
regulatory requirements [4,7,8]. Remarkably, the integration of FC technology in SPSs is
envisaged to play an essential role in this perspective, being facilitated by the use of DC
distribution systems [9]. The same applies to battery energy storage systems (BESSs) on
board. Indeed, BESSs are broadly recognized as a key technology for making ships safer,
more efficient, and less polluting by enabling the implementation of valuable functions
such as improvement of the dynamic performance of the electrical plant, peak shaving, and
zero-emission operation [10].

Finally, the need for coordination of multiple power sources/storage systems, the
presence of diverse propulsion loads, and the existence of different and variable economic,
operational, and environmental requirements make the use of appropriate EMSs crucial for
the effective implementation of the onboard MG paradigm.

In the evolution toward more efficient and sustainable SPSs onboard cruise ships,
the shipbuilding industry is currently evaluating the realization of modular shipboard
MGs to supply hotel loads. These MGs are designed to be self-sufficient systems from
an electrical standpoint, being isolated from each other and from the main diesel-electric
generators. FCs associated with BESSs are imagined as the only power sources of such local
MGs, where electrical power is distributed by hybrid DC/AC distribution systems [11].
Apart from robust voltage regulations, each islanded MG needs automatic systems that
manage the possible operating conditions, i.e., black start, normal, transient, and fault
conditions. It should also be considered that an FC is a slow and sensitive device. In fact, if
the FC is subject to significant current variations in the absence of an EMS, its life span is
substantially shortened.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, an EMS that is suitably conceived for the above-
described electrical architecture is not yet available in the technical literature. Therefore,
this work aims at devising an EMS that limits the excursion of the FC’s operating point
around the one selected by the MG designer (e.g., as a compromise between power density
and maximum efficiency). In this way, the FC’s health is preserved, and the performance
expected by the MG designer is granted. This goal is achieved while respecting all the
operational constraints of the shipboard MG and ensuring that the battery performs daily
charging/discharging cycles.

The proposed EMS takes advantage of the forecasted load demand and consists of
two subsystems: (a) a rule-based MG supervisor aimed at managing the possible operating
conditions automatically; (b) an EM algorithm, which is executed in normal operating
conditions to compute the optimal power reference for the FC.

A comprehensive simulation analysis assessed the validity of the proposed EMS under
several operating conditions based on electrical data coming from a real-world cruise vessel.

2. Short Survey of the Related Literature

Several EMSs have been recently proposed in the maritime field, and this section pro-
vides a short survey of such contributions from the technical literature. Among them, there are
techniques pursuing different goals, focused on different vessel types, and based on several
methodologies such as rule-based and optimization-based approaches, power flow optimiza-
tion, stochastic methods, agent-based strategies, and model predictive-based techniques.

In [12], the existing literature on rule-based and optimization-based power manage-
ment systems (PMS) and EMS was presented, and a review of optimization-based EMSs for
marine applications was provided. An overview of multi-source shipboard microgrids was
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given in [4]. In such a paper, a discussion on several methods for power management (PM)
or energy management (EM) was given as well, showing that PMS/EMS can effectively
reduce fuel consumption and ship maintenance cost.

The authors of [8] assessed the effectiveness of a rule-based EMS in accomplishing
the goal of maximum fuel economy in an inland diesel-electric hybrid power ship while
maintaining the charging profile of the onboard battery in a reasonable range. In [13], a
feasibility analysis was presented for a 47 m zero-emission ferry boat featuring an acceptable
energy cost thanks to an EMS.

In [14], a detailed model of the SPS of a supply vessel was proposed. DC, AC, and
hybrid AC/DC power grid architectures were considered. The SPS operations were man-
aged according to a power flow approach to minimize the prime movers’ fuel consumption
while satisfying load demand in different operating scenarios.

An agent-based architecture of controllers for stand-alone DC SPSs was proposed
in [15]; it performed voltage regulation and load flow balance control, realizing real-time
coordination of all the power converters in the MG.

The authors of [16] developed an EMS that allows for 20% fuel saving in a roll-
on/roll-off vessel fitted with hybrid machinery, energy storage, onshore power supply,
and photovoltaic generation. Moreover, in [17], model predictive control was proposed to
improve voltage regulation in advanced SPSs of large-scale vessels. The same objectives
were pursued in [18], where an intelligent single input interval type-2 fuzzy logic controller
(iSIT2-FLC) was combined with sliding mode control (SMC). Then, coordinated control
among DGs was obtained using a dynamic consensus algorithm (DCA) implemented at
the secondary control level.

In [19], an EMS performing real-time scheduling of the electrical power flows was
developed and applied to a suitably modified SPS in a cruise ship to reduce load peaks.
Furthermore, an EMS that specifically uses a BESS to cope with load power deviations,
fuel consumption, and limitation of the speed transients of the main generation sets was
proposed in [20]. The chosen case study was a yacht equipped with both diesel-electric and
renewable generation systems.

Finally, the recent literature proposed different examples of EMSs that exploit hy-
brid energy storage systems in SPSs to improve the electrical system’s stability and fuel
efficiency [21,22].

Most literature contributions on EMSs for SPSs are focused on small to medium-
tonnage vessels. In such vessels, the prevalent electrical load is the propulsion, and
zero-emission SPSs are achievable due to the limited installed power. However, in the case
of cruise vessels, it is not yet possible to imagine the onboard installation of FCs and BESSs
that are large enough to meet the whole ship’s energy demand (i.e., for propulsion and hotel
services). Moreover, hotel loads represent a significant percentage of the installed power,
and the shipbuilding industry is currently considering for such vessels new decentralized
electrical architectures based on the MG concept. Therefore, the development of EMSs
devoted to shipboard MGs supplying hotel services on cruise ships, like the EMS proposed
in this paper, deserves specific attention and dedicated efforts.

3. Case Study Description
3.1. Hybrid DC/AC Shipboard Electrical Architecture

The study presented in this paper is related to a sample cruise ship, whose main
features are summarized in Table 1. The original SPS was conceived according to a typical
integrated power system (IPS) scheme. The primary medium-voltage (MV) distribution
was at 6.6 kV AC. The 690/220 V AC secondary low-voltage (LV) distribution supplied
accommodation zones, galleys, and auxiliary services. In particular, the ship has four ac-
commodation substations (ACC1-4) and two galleys. Each accommodation substation had
its own MV/LV transformer, whereas both galleys were under a single MV/LV transformer.
Figure 1 shows the breakdown of the original LV distribution system downstream of one of
the substation transformers supplying hotel loads.
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Table 1. Features of the cruise ship under study.

Parameter Value

Gross tonnage 48,000 GRT
Length (overall) 230 m

Breadth 29 m
Draught (design) 6.5 m

Service speed 17 kn
Maximum speed 20 kn

Propulsion electric motors 2 × 7250 kW
Diesel generators 2 × 5000 + 2 × 6700 kW

Max number of passengers on board 1400
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Figure 1. Original LV distribution scheme downstream of a substation transformer supplying
hotel loads.

Coherently with the general trend highlighted in the Introduction (Section 1), the
section of the SPS supplying the hotel loads was modified to create five modular and
self-sufficient MGs, i.e., one for each of the four ACC zones and one for the two galleys.
Thanks to this MG-inspired design, it was possible to increase the SPS’s flexibility, reduce
emissions, and disembark bulky electrical components such as substation transformers. In
the modified scheme, each MG is supplied by an FC and a Lithium battery via a hybrid
DC/AC distribution system [11]. In particular, a distribution voltage of 1 kV DC was
chosen in place of 690 V AC to ensure weight and volume reduction [23]. The FC and the
battery, which were sized using the criteria discussed in the next section, were interfaced
to the 1 kV DC bus using suitable DC/DC power electronic converters. Furthermore, the
220 V AC distribution system required to supply conventional loads was obtained using a
stand-alone inverter. The modified electrical scheme is depicted in Figure 2. Further details
on the hybrid DC/AC LV architecture can be found in [11].
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3.2. Sizing Criteria for the FC and BESS

The FC and the BESS of each MG were sized based on the aggregated load demand
profile that was acquired at the five substations of the original SPS over the itinerary of the
cruise ship under study. The sizing criteria were strictly connected with the EMS goal that
was stated in the Introduction, i.e., increasing the FC’s life span by limiting the excursion
of its operating point around the optimal point chosen by the MG designer. Thus, in
normal operating conditions, the FC must supply only the average load power, whereas
the remaining power must be supplied or absorbed by the BESS. However, for a safer
vessel operation, the FC must be able to supply the load even without any contribution
from the BESS. Therefore, considering the peak powers measured at the SPS substations
supplying hotel loads, a 600 kW FC was chosen for each MG to match the peak load profile
with a safety margin of about 10%. In particular, a polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM)
FC was selected because this FC technology offers consolidated technical maturity. The
chosen PEM technology implies the need for pure hydrogen supplying the FC; it can be
produced on board by sophisticated reforming processes from different fuels, including
the abatement of sulfur and CO impurities. Alternatively, hydrogen can be suitably stored
according to different solutions (e.g., compressed hydrogen, liquid hydrogen, ammonia,
synthetic natural gas, methanol, and several solid-state hydrogen carriers). The hydrogen
storage on board and its supply to the FC, with all related technical, economical, and
safety implications, are relevant for the real implementation of the described MG-based
architecture on board, but it is not dealt with since this subject is beyond the scope of
this paper.

As for the battery, peak power is not the most constraining criterion to size the
BESS in this application. Rather, the BESS must have enough capacity to follow the
load demand profile above and beyond the average power during the discharging and
charging phases, respectively. Thus, the battery capacity Cbatt was chosen according to the
following equation:

Cbattη(1− SOCmin) ≥
1
2

∫ T

0
|P− Pav|dt (1)
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where η is the charging/discharging efficiency, SOCmin is the minimum recommended
SOC, P and Pav represent the instant and average load power demand, and T = 24 h because
daily charge/discharge cycles are desired. In particular, the chosen BESS technology
was LiFePO4 because such batteries are not flammable and are characterized by suitable
values of η and SOCmin (i.e., 95% and 20%, respectively). Considering the trend of the
measured load profiles, a single battery with a rated capacity of 360 kWh was chosen
for each accommodation MG. Instead, two parallel-connected batteries were required for
the galley MG, where larger power fluctuations around the average value were observed.
The rated charging/discharging powers of the chosen battery are 360 kW and 960 kW,
respectively. Thus, if needed, such a battery is able to supply even the full load without
any contribution from the FC.

Finally, commercial DC/DC half-bridge converters (HBCs) [24] with a rated power of
700 kW and an efficiency of 95% were used to interface both the FC and the BESS with the
1 kV DC distribution bus. Table 2 summarizes the main features of the FC, the battery, and
the related power converters.

Table 2. Main features of the FC, battery, and related power converters.

FC Battery

Technology PEM Technology LiFePO4
Power 600 kW Capacity 360 kWh

Power converter Half-bridge DC/DC; 700 kW Power converter Half-bridge DC/DC; 700 kW

Once the power converter was chosen, by dividing the average load power by the
converter’s efficiency, it was possible to compute the desired FC power in normal con-
ditions, which was 497 kW for the accommodation MGs and 217 kW for the galley MG.
Consequently, the desired operating points on the FC’s I-V characteristic could be identified.
They were (800 A, 621 V) for the accommodation MGs and (315 A, 692 V) for the galley. The
FC operation in the proximity of the chosen operating point ensures reduced operational
stress on such a power source and a good trade-off between efficiency and power density.

4. Energy Management System for the Shipboard MG

The task of regulating the MG voltage can be accomplished only by the control systems
of the power electronic converters that interface the power sources with the DC bus. Usually,
droop control is adopted, aiming to respect a predefined power-sharing ratio among the
sources. However, this control architecture does not leave any degree of freedom to pursue
other goals in addition to voltage regulation. If more advanced management of the MG is
desired, some of the power sources must be current-controlled, and an EMS must be used
to compute their optimal current (or power) reference.

As previously stated, the goal set for the EMS under study is to limit the excursion
of the FC’s operating point around the optimal point chosen by the MG designer. Conse-
quently, the following requirements were formulated:

1. Ensure power balance by making the battery compensate for load power fluctuations
around the average value that is supplied by the FC;

2. Ensure regular battery charging/discharging cycles;
3. Respect FC and battery power limits;
4. Respect battery state of charge (SOC) limits.

It is worth noting that it is not possible to meet all the requirements simultaneously
without an EMS, i.e., by leveraging only the control systems of the power converters. In
fact, the lack of a planning operation results in a greedy approach. For example, if the
control system considers a fixed average power (e.g., 50% of the rated MG load) while
pursuing the first requirement, the SOC boundaries could be reached prematurely. In this
case, more than one daily charging/discharging cycle could be needed, thus not fulfilling
the second requirement and leading to decreased battery life span. Therefore, there was
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the need for an EMS that considers the forecasted load demand, plans the SOC profile for
the next 24 h, and periodically updates the power reference for the FC. Furthermore, an
additional requirement was considered:

5. Properly manage the MG also when it is not in normal operating conditions.

For example, it must be possible to feed the MG using only one power source, to allow
the black start of the MG using the battery while the FC warms up, and to manage faults
and possible incorrect power references decided by the EMS that can lead to SOC limit
violations or power unbalance. This requirement is very important because each MG in
the modified SPS is a weak grid. Therefore, besides the EM algorithm, the EMS must also
encompass a suitable rule-based MG supervisor to manage the MG when it is not in normal
operating conditions.

Based on all the above requirements, it was decided to share the enforcement of the
requirements among the control system and the two components of the EMS, i.e., the EM
algorithm and the MG supervisor. In particular, the control system of each power converter
is able to control the corresponding power source either in voltage droop mode (with
the aim of regulating the MG voltage) or in current mode (to impose the optimal power
reference computed by the EMS); thus, if one power source is controlled in current mode
and the other in voltage droop mode, Requirement 1 is enforced. Moreover, the control
systems are in charge of enforcing the FC and battery power limits as per Requirement 3.

The MG supervisor constantly evaluates the operating conditions of the MG. In nor-
mal operating conditions, it merely propagates to the control system the optimal power
reference computed by the EM algorithm. During the other operating conditions, it takes
over and alters the power reference computed by the EM algorithm to enforce Require-
ments 4 and 5.

Finally, the EM algorithm is activated only in normal operating conditions. It performs
optimal planning based on the forecasted load demand to compute the optimal FC power
reference, thus pursuing the chosen goal while enforcing Requirements 2, 3, and 4. As will
be shown in the following subsections, there could be unlikely events in which the EM
algorithm chooses a power reference that pursues the goal and enforces Requirements 2
and 3 but does not satisfy Requirement 4. In such cases, the MG supervisor would detect
that the MG is not in normal operating conditions, take over, and enforce Requirement 4.

In the following, first, the control system architecture is explained; then, the two
components of the proposed EMS, namely the EM algorithm and the MG supervisor, are
described in depth.

4.1. Control System Architecture

Only two power sources are present in each MG of the considered case study; thus, in
normal operating conditions, one source must be current-controlled and the other droop-
controlled. The task of regulating the MG voltage in a droop fashion was assigned to the
battery because it exhibits higher short-circuit power and dynamic performance than the
FC. Instead, the FC can be operated either in current mode or in droop mode. The FC
is operated as a current generator during normal conditions, providing the average load
power. In such a control mode, the set point for the FC (i.e., the optimal current reference)
is computed dynamically by the EM algorithm based on the forecasted load profile for the
next 24 h divided by the MG voltage. The load power fluctuations around the average
power are compensated by the droop-controlled battery, thus satisfying Requirement 1.

On the other hand, the FC is operated in droop mode during the other foreseen
operating conditions (i.e., black start, temporary conditions, and fault conditions). Thus, it
can automatically share the load with the battery without the need for a current reference
decided by the EM algorithm. Table 3 shows an overview of the possible control modes of
the FC and battery converters in each shipboard MG.
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Table 3. Control modes of the FC and battery converters.

Power Source Control Operating Conditions Pursued Goals

Battery Droop mode

• Normal operating conditions
• Black start and temporary/faulty

conditions

• Voltage regulation (always)
• Compensation for power

fluctuations (during normal
operating conditions)

FC

Current mode • Normal operating conditions • Providing average load power

Droop mode
• Black start and temporary/faulty

conditions

• Restoration of power balance
(during temporary conditions)

• Voltage regulation (during black
start or battery fault)

It is worth highlighting the general features of the control system used for the HBC
power converters that interface the two power sources with the DC bus. As shown in
Figure 3, a current loop is needed in both droop-mode and current-mode operation to
regulate the input current of the HBC, which is the inductor current IL. This way, the
inductor current reference IL_ref can be routed through a saturator to allow respecting the
power limits of the FC and the battery as per Requirement 3. Such a reference can be
generated in two ways. In the case of current-mode control, the EM algorithm decides the
optimal output current reference Iout_ref,EMS, which is then converted to an optimal inductor
current reference IL_ref,EMS using a look-up table. On the other hand, in the case of droop
control, the inductor current reference IL_ref,droop is directly generated by the control loop
that regulates the output voltage Vout. Finally, the reference Vout_ref for the voltage loop is
computed through a third control loop that implements the chosen droop characteristic
given the rated DC MG voltage Vdc and the droop resistance Rdroop. Overall, the controller
must limit voltage deviations under±10% during transients and under±5% at steady state.
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Since the MG voltage regulation is delegated to the battery during normal oper-
ating conditions, the intervention of the current saturator of the BESS converter could
compromise the power balance during exceptionally bad transients. Thus, the saturator
intervention generates a logic signal that is processed by the MG supervisor to restore
power balance (see Section 4.3).

Finally, as for the battery SOC limits, they are related to physical phenomena charac-
terized by slower dynamics; thus, their enforcement, as per Requirement 4, is delegated to
the EM algorithm and the MG supervisor rather than the control system. It is worth noting
that other control system architectures could in principle be used as well; nevertheless, the
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choice of control architectures is not relevant as long as the controlled variables are the
same and an external output current reference can be supplied to the control system by the
EM algorithm.

4.2. EM Algorithm

As stated before, the EM algorithm is executed in normal operating conditions to
compute optimal power references that allow the FC to operate as much as possible at
constant power near the operating point decided by the MG designer while respecting
Requirements 2, 3, and 4. The simplest way to achieve this goal is to consider the forecasted
power demand for the next 24 h, extract its average value, and provide it as a reference to
the FC converter. However, this approach may not ensure compliance with the battery’s
maximum and minimum SOC limits. For example, SOC limits could be violated when
extended charging (discharging) periods are required starting from a very high (low) initial
SOC. Furthermore, even considering an initial SOC of 100% (or SOCmin) at the beginning
of the day, the energy to be exchanged in the discharging (or charging) phase may exceed
the usable capacity of the battery, i.e., Cbattη(1− SOCmin). For the above reason, a more
sophisticated rule-based EM algorithm was devised to ensure compliance with SOC limits
by reshaping the daily SOC profile when needed. Since the load demand profile is cyclical,
it is possible to assume midnight as the daily cycle’s starting time and consider 8 h/16 h as
the duration of the night/day periods.

The reshaping criterion used by the EM algorithm can be explained by referring
to a sample day of the recorded dataset. The forecasted load demand and its average
value Pmean are shown in the first graph of Figure 4 in blue and orange, respectively. By
considering these curves, the profiles of the power and energy delivered by the battery can
be computed. Then, it is possible to determine the SOC evolution in the following 24 h
based on the initial SOC at midnight, e.g., SOC0 = 60%. Such a trend is shown in blue in the
second graph of Figure 4, together with the lower (purple) and upper (yellow) SOC limits.
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Since violations of the SOC limits occur, the EM algorithm must reshape the SOC
profile by applying a corrective contribution ∆P to the average power Pmean to comply
with such limits. However, on this specific day, it is impossible to compute a value of ∆P
that allows respecting both SOC limits due to the particular trend of the forecasted load
demand. On days like this, the EM algorithm then performs the reshaping independently
for the night and day intervals, computing two corrective contributions and two different
power references for the FC (i.e., one for the night and one for the day). Initially, ∆Pnight
is computed to make the SOC profile tangent to the upper SOC limit during night hours.
Then, the expected SOC value at the transition between night and day is determined, and
∆Pday is calculated to make the SOC profile tangent to the lower SOC limit during daytime.

The new expected SOC profile (SOCnew) is shown in orange in the second graph of
Figure 4. The power reference profile for the FC (i.e., the step variation from Pmean + ∆Pnight
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to Pmean + ∆Pday) is shown in yellow in the first graph of Figure 4. It is worth noting that
no reshaping would have been needed on the same day if the initial SOC were lower, e.g.,
SOC0 = 20%.

Besides the SOC limits, the nominal FC power and the battery’s maximum charg-
ing/discharging power must also be respected as per Requirement 3. Considering the FC
and battery sizing, such constraints will usually be respected with a large margin. However,
under exceptionally high forecasting errors, it might not be possible to determine the correc-
tions ∆Pnight and ∆Pday in compliance with the constraints on SOC and powers. However,
this is not a problem because they will be enforced in any case by the MG supervisor. In
such a case, the EM algorithm must respect the more critical SOC constraint, i.e., the lower
SOC limit, in addition to the current constraints of the two sources. In fact, as will be
discussed in Section 4.3, violating the lower SOC constraint could lead to a fault condition,
whereas the violation of the upper SOC constraint would be less critical.

The whole rule-based EM algorithm is summarized through the flowchart shown in
Figure 5.
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4.3. MG Supervisor

The rule-based MG supervisor constantly evaluates the user input and the overall
state of the DC MG (i.e., the MG voltage and the operating conditions of the two power
sources). This way, it detects the four foreseen operating conditions (i.e., black start, normal
operating conditions, temporary conditions, and fault conditions). Then, it sets the correct
control mode for each power converter and activates the EM algorithm only during normal
operating conditions.

Even in the presence of incorrect current references computed by the EM algorithm
(due to exceptionally high forecasting errors or the impossibility of respecting both SOC
limits), the MG supervisor is able to enforce maximum and minimum SOC constraints
ensuring power balance. Furthermore, if requested by the user, it allows powering the local
MG using only one power source or forcing the emergency black start using a battery with
an initial SOC lower than 15% and an already warm FC operating in droop mode.

It is worth highlighting that the SOC management performed by the MG supervisor
considers more thresholds compared to the EM algorithm. In fact, the EM algorithm plans
to keep the SOC between 20% and 100%, as recommended by the battery manufacturer
for normal operating conditions. However, the SOC can also decrease below 20% during
transient operation, although it must not fall below 5% to avoid significant battery degrada-
tion. In addition, the execution of charge and discharge micro-cycles close to SOC = 100%
should also be avoided. For example, recharging can be prevented when the SOC stays in
the range [95%, 100%].

The MG supervisor was implemented using a couple of Finite State Machines (FSMs),
i.e., one for the FC and one for the battery. The operation of these FSMs in the four foreseen
operating conditions is described by the state diagrams shown in Figures 6 and 7. In
these diagrams, the states are colored according to the following criterion: gray = device
not active or not present; green = operating condition that can last indefinitely; yellow =
temporary operating condition; red = fault condition.
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The battery FSM includes the six states shown in Figure 6 and generates the bat-
tery_online signal, which is set high when the battery is not offline or in fault conditions.
The FC FSM includes the seven states shown in Figure 7 and generates the fc_current_mode
signal, which is set high when the FC FSM is in the FC_CURRENT_MODE state.

The state transitions of the battery FSM are determined by the signal fc_current_mode,
a configuration parameter (battery_present), and the input signals generated by the user
and the battery control system. In particular, the user-generated signals are battery_on,
battery_forced_start, and battery_reset; the signals generated by the battery’s control system
are SOC, I_batt_too_high, and fault.

On the other hand, the state transitions of the FC FSM are triggered by the signal
battery_online, a configuration parameter (fc_present), the timing signals computation_done
and newperiod (generated with a periodicity corresponding to the time interval used by the
EM algorithm), and the input signals generated by the user and the FC control system. In
particular, the user-generated signals are fc_on and fc_reset, whereas the signals generated
by the FC’s control system are fc_warm and fault.

All the foreseen operating conditions will be described in the following by referring to
the state diagrams of Figures 6 and 7, except for fault conditions, which are pretty intuitive.

4.3.1. Black Start

The black start is performed by exploiting the battery operated in droop mode since
the FC requires prolonged startup times and is highly sensitive to current transients. First,
only the essential loads are supplied by the battery. Once the MG voltage reaches its
nominal value and the FC reaches its rated operating temperature, the FC is connected to
the MG and operated in droop mode. Then, non-essential loads are connected to the MG,
and the entire MG load can be jointly supplied by the battery and the FC. Thus, the startup
sequence of the FC is completed, and the related power converter is ready to be switched
to current-mode control, falling into the case of normal operation.

4.3.2. Normal Operation

At the end of the black start procedure, both the battery and FC are operated in droop
mode and supply the load proportionally to the respective droop coefficients. However,
FC_DROOP_MODE does not represent the normal operating state of the FC because: (1) it
does not allow the FC to recharge the battery; (2) it does not allow the optimal FC operating
point chosen by the EM algorithm to be imposed.

Therefore, the FC state alternates between FC_COMPUTE_PREF and FC_CURRENT_
MODE during normal operating conditions based on the newperiod and computation_done
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signals. In FC_COMPUTE_PREF, the EM algorithm computes the optimal FC power
reference. At the end of the computation, the FC converter is set to current mode and
receives such a power reference. The battery always stays in BATTERY_DROOP_MODE;
thus, it regulates the MG voltage and naturally provides the additional power needed to
preserve power balance (positive during discharging, negative during recharging).

4.3.3. Temporary Operation Conditions of the FC

If the EM strategy does not correctly choose the power reference for the FC (e.g.,
due to an exceptionally high forecasting error) and the battery current is saturated (signal
Ibatt_too_high active), the power balance might not be satisfied. In this case, the MG voltage
would rapidly increase or decrease, possibly exceeding the allowed range. However,
when the FC FSM receives the signal Ibatt_too_high, it immediately forces the transition to
FC_DROOP_WAIT_10MIN. In such a state, the FC converter is again set in droop mode
to restore power balance and waits for 10 min to allow the perturbation to cease. After
this time, the system returns to FC_COMPUTE_PREF, and the EM algorithm updates the
current reference for the FC converter again.

It should be noted that the transition to FC_COMPUTE_PREF does not alter the
control mode of the FC converter, which is changed only in FC_DROOP_MODE and
FC_CURRENT_MODE.

The saturator of the FC control system is never triggered when the FC is in current
mode because the EM algorithm always provides current references below the maximum
FC current. Instead, the saturator could be potentially triggered when the FC is in droop
mode, although this is a remote possibility considering the FC and battery sizing. In such
a case, the current supplied by the battery would increase to restore the power balance.
Then, if the battery saturator is also triggered, the grid voltage would rapidly drop outside
the allowed range, the protection devices would de-energize the grid, and the black start
procedure should be repeated.

4.3.4. Temporary Operating Conditions of the Battery

As a result of exceptionally high forecasting errors, it could theoretically happen that
the EM algorithm decides a current reference for the FC such that the battery would be
charged over 100%, not respecting the upper SOC limit. This anomalous condition is pre-
vented by the transition to BATTERY_FORCED_DISCHARGE, where the power reference
decided by the EM algorithm is bypassed, imposing a null reference. Thus, the battery be-
gins discharging, avoiding damage. The battery FSM returns to BATTERY_DROOP_MODE
in two cases: when its SOC falls below 95% and the FC is in FC_CURRENT_MODE or when
the FC goes into FC_DROOP_MODE (where it cannot charge the battery). The opposite sit-
uation arises when battery SOC falls below 15%: the battery is charged at maximum power
in BATTERY_FORCED_CHARGE, bypassing the power reference decided by the EM algo-
rithm. If the SOC goes above 20%, the battery FSM returns to BATTERY_DROOP_MODE.
If the SOC keeps decreasing and falls below 10% due to some anomaly or if the FC unex-
pectedly exits from FC_CURRENT_MODE, the battery transitions to BATTERY_FAULT
and is disconnected from the grid. In this scenario, the MG is powered by the FC alone,
if available.

4.3.5. Forced Start

A state called BATTERY_FORCED_START was also introduced to exceptionally allow
the black start using a battery with an initial SOC lower than 15% and an already warm FC
operating in droop mode. The limit of 15% of SOC was chosen because it is slightly lower
than the recommended 20% limit, but the SOC is supposed to increase rapidly thanks to
the contribution of the FC. The power reference decided by the EM algorithm is bypassed
with a value that allows charging the battery at maximum power. If the SOC increases
beyond 20%, the battery is no longer considered at risk of damage; thus, its FSM transitions
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into BATTERY_DROOP_MODE, and normal operation resumes. On the other hand, if it
decreases and falls under 5%, a fault condition is triggered.

5. Results

The proposed EMS was implemented and tested in simulation using load demand
data recorded over the cruise ship’s itinerary. To this aim, it was necessary to implement in
C++ language the simulator engine, the EMS, and the subsystems that interface the EMS
with the load forecasting module and the hardware (i.e., the FC and BESS power converters).
Since the developed EMS was agnostic to the actual implementation of external systems, it
was possible to emulate the power converters and the load forecasting module. Thus, in the
present study, a Plant Emulator was developed in Python to emulate the static behavior of
the MG comprising the two generators, the related power converters, and the aggregated
load. Discrete-time linear models were used in the simulator. As for the forecasting module,
the most suitable choice for such an application is to resort to artificial neural networks
(ANNs) [25,26]. However, the available load demand recordings only spanned a short
period and were not sufficient to train the ANN properly. Thus, the forecasted load profiles
were simulated by applying a Gaussian error to the available experimental load profiles.

The main cycle of the simulation includes the following steps:

1. Read the electrical measurements from the Plant Emulator;
2. Assess the state transitions based on the measurements to obtain the set of control signals;
3. Execute the EM algorithm if the state is FC_COMPUTE_PREF to obtain the current

reference for the FC;
4. Transmit the set of control signals and the current reference to the Plant Emulator and

request to update the emulated electrical quantities after a sampling period.

The EMS performance was validated in three scenarios. In Scenario 1, the black start of
one of the accommodation MGs was performed. In Scenarios 2 and 3, the operation of the
EMS was simulated over a multi-day period for the same accommodation MG considered
in Scenario 1 and for the galley MG, respectively.

It is worth specifying that the droop coefficients of the battery and the FC are equal;
thus, the two generators contribute equally to supplying the loads when the FC is droop-
controlled. In particular, the droop coefficients were chosen to impose a steady-state voltage
reduction of 5% when the maximum load was supplied by each power source alone.

5.1. Scenario 1: Black Start

In this first scenario, the simulation was started with the sources disconnected and
powered off. The initial battery SOC was 50%. Then, the MG was energized with the correct
sequence imposed by the FSMs. Figure 8 shows the obtained grid-side power profiles,
namely, the load power demand, the FC grid-side power, and the battery grid-side power.
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At first, when the battery_on and fc_on signals were sent, the battery FSM transitioned
to BATTERY_DROOP_MODE and the FC FSM to FC_WARMING. Thus, the supervisor
turned on the battery and connected it to the MG to supply the essential loads. At the same
time, the supervisor powered on the FC to start the warmup process. Then, when the FC
warmup was completed, non-essential loads were also connected, and the FC supplied half
the demanded power operating in droop mode.

At the next time step, the FC FSM transitioned to FC_COMPUTE_PREF. The EM
algorithm only considered the daytime interval at its first execution; it calculated the mean
value of the forecasted load power demand and applied the reshaping, thus selecting the
power reference value for the rest of the day.

Once the EM algorithm execution was completed, the FC FSM transitioned to
FC_CURRENT_MODE and set the FC converter to current-control mode, providing the
calculated power reference. This transition completed the black start procedure and entered
the normal MG operation.

It can be observed that once the FC was in FC_CURRENT_MODE, it supplied the load
with the power calculated by the EM algorithm, whereas the battery (controlled in droop
mode) provided the remaining load power. The droop control of the battery resulted in
MG voltage variations that are much smaller than 5% of the nominal voltage (1 kV DC),
guaranteeing stable operation.

5.2. Scenario 2: EMS Operation in the Accommodation MG

This scenario was simulated assuming that the grid energization procedure was
completed. Thus, the FSM of the battery started in BATTERY_DROOP_MODE, and the
FSM of the FC started in FC_CURRENT_MODE. The measured load demand profile and
the corresponding forecasted profile, plotted over a multi-day period, are depicted in
Figure 9.
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The MG operation was simulated over a 7-day period. Figure 10 shows the obtained
grid-side power profiles of the sources and load. The FC supplied constant power until
midnight of the first day. Then, for each new day, the FC FSM received the newperiod
signal, and the recalculation of the power reference value of the FC was triggered. It can
be observed that, in the considered period, the EM algorithm found no need to apply the
reshaping procedure for day and night independently. Therefore, a single power reference
value was chosen for each simulated day. Figure 10 also shows the behavior of the battery
that took charge of the load demand fluctuations around the power supplied by the FC,
also compensating for forecasting errors. Again, the voltage variations were well below 5%,
guaranteeing stable operation.
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The obtained battery SOC profile is plotted in Figure 11 and shows that the SOC
constraints were satisfied. Moreover, it is worth observing the almost complete cycles of
charge and discharge that repeat daily. These confirm the correct operation of the EM
algorithm and the correct sizing of the battery.
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Finally, it should be noted that there were no forecasting errors so large to make battery
SOC decrease below the 15% threshold (that would have determined the transition of the
battery FSM to BATTERY_FORCED_CHARGE) or the activation of the Ibatt_too_high signal
(that would have determined the transition of the FC FSM to FC_DROOP_WAIT_10_MIN).

Aiming to assess whether the EMS pursued the chosen goal, the operating points of
the FC were superimposed on the FC’s I-V characteristic in Figure 12 using green color. As
the figure shows, all the operating points were in the neighborhood of the point chosen by
the MG designer (800 A, 621 V), confirming the correct operation of the EMS.
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5.3. Scenario 3: EMS Operation in the Galley MG

As in the previous scenario, the simulation was performed considering that the grid
energization procedure was completed. Thus, the FSM of the battery started in BAT-
TERY_DROOP_MODE, and the FSM of the FC started in FC_CURRENT_MODE. The
measured and forecasted load demand profiles over a multi-day period are depicted in
Figure 13. It can be observed that the mean power value was lower than in the previous
scenario. In contrast, the variations with respect to the mean power were larger.
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The MG operation was simulated over a 6-day period. The simulation period began
in the afternoon, just after the black start. Therefore, also in this scenario, the EM algorithm
started calculating the daily power reference for the FC until midnight, as shown in
Figure 14. Then, the power reference was recalculated every 24 h and, if necessary, at the
transition between nighttime and daytime. In the considered test, the EM algorithm was
able to apply the reshaping procedure with a single power reference for the whole 24-h
period only on the second day. In the following days, the EM algorithm had to apply the
reshaping procedure separately for day and night intervals. Nonetheless, the variation of
the FC operating point was small. On September 12, power variations of about −22% and
+20% occurred at about midnight and 8:00 a.m., respectively; all the other observed power
variations due to reshaping procedures were minimal. It is worth noting that splitting
the 24-h period into two intervals allowed for limited variations of FC power without
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oversizing the battery. Furthermore, the MG voltage variations were minimal according to
the imposed droop resistance; the largest positive and negative variations were 1% and
−1.8%, respectively, thus guaranteeing stable operation.
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Figure 14 also shows two short time intervals of about 10 min each where the FC
power was zero. These events occurred because the forecasting errors were purposely
increased to test all the features of the EMS. During these events, the battery FSM by-
passed the power reference for the FC and forced battery discharge. The second of these
intervals (zoomed in Figure 15) is further analyzed in the following. The load demand
was lower than the forecasted load, causing battery SOC to reach the upper limit more
rapidly than expected. When battery SOC reached 100%, a transition of the battery FSM to
BATTERY_FORCED_DISCHARGE was triggered, thus imposing a null power reference for
the FC. Figure 15 highlights the time of such transition and shows the automatic increase of
battery power (thanks to the droop control), which is necessary to satisfy the load demand
ensuring power balance. The corresponding variations of grid voltage and battery SOC are
shown in Figure 16.
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When battery SOC decreased below 95%, the battery FSM transitioned back to BAT-
TERY_DROOP_MODE, and the FC power reference previously calculated by the EM
algorithm for the current day interval was used again. As shown, even with very high
forecasting errors, the MG operation was still correct. The MG supervisor switched to tem-
porary battery working conditions to guarantee the battery’s state of health and the MG’s
power balance; then, it switched back to normal operating conditions once the temporary
event was resolved.

As in the previous scenario, the battery SOC never went below the 15% threshold,
and the signal Ibatt_too_high was never high. Finally, the operating points of the FC in
Scenario 3 were superimposed on the FC’s I-V characteristic in Figure 12 using orange
color. As expected, the EMS achieved the goal of keeping all the FC operating points in the
neighborhood of the point chosen by the MG designer (315 A, 692 V) while satisfying all
the requirements.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposed an EMS for shipboard DC MGs supplied by a FC and a Lithium
battery. The considered MGs are part of a hybrid DC/AC power system onboard cruise
ships and serve the shipboard hotel loads. The developed EMS reduced the excursion of the
FC’s operating point around the one that the MG designer selected. In this way, it was pos-
sible to preserve the FC from the adverse effects of load fluctuations and grant the expected
performance. This goal was pursued while respecting a series of operational requirements.

The proposed EMS was based on two subsystems: a rule-based MG supervisor and an
EM algorithm. It was designed, implemented, and tested in simulation with specific
reference to a real-world case study, showing good performance. The power profile
delivered by the FC was very flat and matched the average load power. The battery
managed load variations with respect to the power supplied by the FC, also compensating
for forecasting errors. By dividing the day into two intervals, this result was achieved
without oversizing the battery capacity. All the constraints were consistently enforced.
Finally, the proposed EMS was able to manage black start, normal, transient, and faulty
operating conditions automatically. It is worth observing that most of the available EMSs for
SPSs are devised for small to medium-tonnage vessels where the prevalent electrical load is
the propulsion and zero-emission operation is a viable option thanks to the limited installed
power. In cruise vessels, it is not yet possible to provide the whole ship’s energy demand
(i.e., for propulsion and hotel services) by FC/battery systems. On the other hand, the
shipbuilding industry is currently considering for such vessels new decentralized electrical
architectures based on the MG concept for the supply of the hotel loads. The novelty of the
proposed work relies in proposing an EMS for the optimal energy management of such
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newly designed onboard MGs. No previous contributions on such a topic were found in
technical literature.
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Abbreviations

AC Alternate Current
ACC Accommodation Substation
ANN Artificial Neural Network
BESS Battery Energy Storage System
DC Direct Current
DCA Dynamic Consensus Algorithm
DG Decentralized Generator
EMS Energy Management System
EM Energy Management
FC Fuel Cell
FSM Finite State Machine
HBC Half-Bridge Converter
iSIT2-FLC interval type-2 Fuzzy Logic Controller
LiFePO4 Lithium Iron Phosphate
LV Low Voltage
MG Microgrid
MV Medium Voltage
PEM Polymer Electrolyte Membrane
PMS Power Management System
SMC Sliding Mode Control
SOC State of Charge
SPS Shipboard Power System
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